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Abstract
It is known that finding a Nash equilibrium for win-lose bimatrix games, i.e., two-player
games where the players’ payoffs are zero and one, is complete for the class P P AD.
We describe a linear time algorithm which computes a Nash equilibrium for win-lose
bimatrix games where the number of winning positions per strategy of each of the players
is at most two.
The algorithm acts on the directed graph that represents the zero-one pattern of the
payoff matrices describing the game. It is based upon the efficient detection of certain
subgraphs which enable us to determine the support of a Nash equilibrium.
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Introduction

In 1951 Nash proved that any n-player game has an equilibrium in the mixed strategies [9]. The
proof was based on a fixed point argument, and left open the associated computational question
of finding such an equilibrium. In 1964, Lemke and Howson introduced an algorithm for the
computation of a Nash equilibrium in 2-player games. In the worst case, this algorithm has an
exponential running time [11]. It provides us with another, different from Nash’s, proof of the
existence of an equilibrium.
In 1994 Papadimitriou introduced a complexity class, P P AD, which captures a wealth of
equilibrium problems, e.g., the market equilibrium problem as well as Nash equilibria for nplayer games [10]. Problems complete for this class include a (suitably defined) computational
version of the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem.
In 2005 a flurry of results appeared, where first the P P AD-completeness of 4-player games
[5], then of 3-player games [2, 6], and finally of 2-player games [3] were proven. In particular,
the latter hardness result by Chen and Deng came as a sort of surprise, since the 2-player case
was conjectured to be computationally tractable. Combined with a result by Abbott, Kane, and
Valiant [1], it also implies the P P AD-completeness of win-lose bimatrix games, i.e., 2-player
games where the players’ payoffs are zero and one.
Therefore it seems unlikely that polynomial time algorithms exist for win-lose bimatrix
games. This fact makes it worthwhile to analyze restricted versions of the problem which might
be endowed with computationally useful structural properties.
In this paper, we consider some restricted win-lose games, where the zero-one matrices
describing the payoffs of the players have at most two ones per row and column. Following [4],
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we cast the problem of computing an equilibrium for win-lose games in terms of finding a good
assignment in a directed graph - see Section 2 below for proper definitions.
The restriction on the zero-one pattern induces very sparse directed graphs. We show how
to efficiently detect suitable subgraphs of these sparse graphs, which lead to the discovery of the
support of a Nash equilibrium, and to the actual determination of the equilibrium strategies.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the game theoretic notions
to be used in the paper. After defining the concept of Nash equilibrium for 2-player games in
normal form, we show how the computation of a Nash equilibrium for a win-lose 2-player game
is equivalent to the computation of a good assignment in a directed graph. In Section 3 we
informally describe our algorithm, with the help of illustrations and examples. In Section 4 we
give the pseudocode of the algorithm, formally prove its correctness, and analyze its running
time. Finally in Section 5 we present some conclusions and open questions.
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Background

We consider 2-player games in normal form. These games are described by a pair (A, B)
of matrices, whose entries are the payoffs of the two players, called row and column player.
A = (aij ) is the payoff matrix of the row player, and B = (b ij ) is the payoff matrix of the
column player.
The rows (resp. columns) of A and B are indexed by the row (resp. column) player’s pure
strategies.
The entry aij is the payoff to the row player, when she plays her i-th pure strategy and the
opponent plays his j-th pure strategy. Similarly, b ij is the payoff to the column player, when he
plays his j-th pure strategy and the opponent plays her i-th pure strategy.
A mixed strategy is a probability distribution over the set of pure strategies which indicates
how likely it is that each pure strategy is played. More precisely, in a mixed strategy
a player
P
associates to her i-th pure strategy a quantity p i between 0 and 1, such that i pi = 1, where
the sum ranges over all pure strategies.
Let us consider the game (A, B), where A and B are m × n matrices. In such a game the row
player has m pure strategies, while the column player has n pure strategies. Let x (resp. y) be a
mixed strategy of the
, x2 , . . . , xm ),
P row (resp. column) player. Strategy x is the m-tuple x = (x 1P
n
where xi ≥ 0, and m
x
=
1.
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y
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y
,
.
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y
≥
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2
n
i
i=1
i=1 yi = 1.
When the pair of mixed strategies x and y is played, the entry a ij contributes to the expected payoff of the row player with weight x i yj . The expected payoff of the row player can
be evaluated
by adding up all the entries of A
P
Pweighted
P by the corresponding entries of x and
y, i.e., ij xi yj aij . This can be rewritten as i xi j aij yj , which can be expressed in matrix
terms as1 xT Ay. Similarly, the expected payoff of the column player is x T By.
Definition 1 [Nash Equilibrium] A pair of mixed strategies (x, y) is in Nash equilibrium if
xT Ay ≥ x0 T Ay, for all stochastic m-vectors x0 , and xT By ≥ xT By 0 , for all stochastic n-vectors
y0.
We say that x (resp. y) is a Nash equilibrium strategy for the row (resp. column) player.
The set of indices such that xi > 0 (resp. yi > 0) is called the support of the Nash equilibrium
strategy x (resp. y).
1

We use the notation xT to denote the transpose of vector x.
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The following Lemma shows that it is possible to restrict our attention to bimatrix games
where one of the players’ payoff matrix is the identity.
Lemma 2 ([4]) Let A, B be two m × n matrices with nonnegative entries,
whereA (resp., B)

0 B
and let I be
has at least one nonzero entry in each row (resp., column). Let C =
AT 0
the (m + n) × (m + n) identity matrix. The Nash equilibria of the game (A, B) are in one-to-one
correspondence with the Nash equilibrium strategies of the row player in the game (I, C).
We now consider games of the form (I, C), where C is a square matrix with zero-one entries.
To avoid trivial pure strategy Nash equilibria, we assume that the matrices I and C do
not have entries equal to 1 in the same position, i.e., we assume that the entries on the main
diagonal of C are all zero.
Following [4], we now define the notion of good assignment in a directed graph G, and then
show (Lemma 4 below) that it is equivalent to the notion of Nash equilibrium for the game
(I, A), where A is the adjacency matrix of G.
Definition 3 [Good Assignment]
Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph. Let x be an assignment
of nonnegative weights to the
P
vertices of G. We can assume that x is normalized, i. e.
x
=
1.
The
i i
P income ix (v) of a vertex
v is the sum of weights of vertices u which point to v, i. e. i x (v) = u:(u,v)∈E xu . A vertex v is
happy if it has highest income (i. e. i x (v) ≥ ix (u) for all u ∈ V ). A vertex v is working if it has
nonzero weight (i. e. x(v) > 0). An assignment x is good if all the working vertices are happy.
Lemma 4 ([4]) Let (I, A) be a bimatrix game, where A is a zero-one matrix with zero entries
along the main diagonal. Let G[A] be the digraph with adjacency matrix A. The Nash equilibrium
strategies of the row player in (I, A) are in one-to-one correspondence with the good assignments
in G[A].
The proof of Lemma 4 is quite simple. For the sake of self-containment, we now sketch the
idea. Consider a good assignment x for G[A]. It has the property that the entries of the row
T A are maximal for indices j such that x > 0. If needed, we can scale the entries of x
vector xP
j
so that i xi = 1. Let k be the size of the support of x, i.e., k is the number of positive entries
of x. Consider the vector y such that y j = k1 , if xj > 0, and yj = 0, if xj = 0. It is easy to check
that the pair (x, y) is a Nash equilibrium for the game (I, A).
Based on Lemmas 2 and 4, we can focus on the computation of a good assignment.
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An informal description of the algorithm

In this section we provide an informal description of the algorithm for the computation of a
good assignment. In the next section, we will then give a more formal presentation, with proper
definitions, the pseudocode, the proof of correctness, and the analysis of the running time.
First of all, notice that we can restrict ourselves to finding a good assignment in a strongly
connected digraph. In fact, if the graph is not connected, we can find a good assignment in one
of its connected components and assign zero weight to all vertices in the other components. If
the graph is connected, but not strongly connected, then its vertices can be partitioned into two
subsets V 0 and V 00 such that the graph induced by the vertices in V 00 is strongly connected, and
3

the arcs joining vertices from V 0 and vertices from V 00 are all directed towards the vertices in
V 00 . Therefore a good assignment for the original graph can be obtained via an extension of a
good assignment for V 00 , obtained by setting to zero the weights of the vertices in V 0 .
The reduction outlined above can be computed by standard algorithms in time linear in the
number of vertices plus the number of edges of the graph.
The algorithm is composed of two main phases. The first one partitions the vertices of the
input graph into two subsets, where the vertices of one subset can be assigned weight zero. The
input to the second phase of the algorithm is the subgraph induced by the second subset of
vertices. The output of this phase is a further smaller set of vertices for which it is easy to
assign nonzero weights that form the support of the good assignment for the original graph.
Our approach thus consists of the decomposition of a strongly connected digraph G in two
components, the first one with a structure that admits an easy to compute good assignment
with positive weights, and the other one composed by vertices whose weights can be set to zero.
This idea is illustrated by the example shown in Fig.1 (left). The vertices belonging to the
subgraph G0 (a cycle) are assigned weight 1, while all the other vertices are assigned weight 0.
All vertices with weight 1 have income 1 and all the vertices with weight 0 have income at most
1.

Figure 1: On the left a valid solution, obtained by equating to one the weights of the vertices
belonging to the subgraph G0 . On the right, the addition of the edge (u, w) creates a “bump”,
disrupting the previous solution.
A major obstacle in the search for such a decomposition is the potential presence of two arcs
exiting from G0 and pointing to the same vertex (w in Fig.1(right)) not in G 0 . Indeed, if we add
the arc (u, w) to G, then, unless we change the weights of the nodes in G 0 , the node w will have
income 2, which prevents the current assignment from being a good assignment.
We will call a “bump” a configuration given by two arcs exiting a subgraph G 0 and pointing
to the same vertex, not belonging to G 0 (see Fig.2).
The goal of the first phase of our algorithm will be that of finding a subgraph G 0 of G with
two desirable properties:
• G0 can be represented as a directed cycle C, containing all the vertices of G 0 , plus a number
of chords, i.e., arcs of G0 not in C.
• G0 has no bumps in G, i.e., there are no vertices u, v ∈ G 0 and w ∈ G\G0 such that both
edges (u, w) and (u, w) exist in G.
Note that, contrary to what was the case in the example of Fig.1, a subgraph G 0 satisfying
the two properties above does not yet allow us to determine a trivial assignment of weights,
4

Figure 2: A cycle with a bump.
because of the presence of chords. In the second phase of the algorithm we will take care of the
chords, by finding a suitable subgraph of G 0 with additional properties.
We now show how to detect such a subgraph G 0 . Given a graph G, in order to obtain a cycle
C ⊆ G we can start from an arbitrary vertex u in G, and then just follow one of its outgoing
arcs (since G is strongly connected, there is at least one such arc). Repeating this procedure we
will eventually reach an already visited vertex, thus obtaining a cycle.
However there is no guarantee that such a cycle C will be bump-free, i.e., it might contain
two vertices u and v, and a third vertex w ∈ G\C, where the edges u → w ← v belong to G.
The easiest way to make sure that such a bump does not occur during the construction of the
cycle C is to follow the arc u → w if we are visiting u, and the arc v → w if we are visiting
v. Either way w will be included in the final cycle C if any of u and w is included in C, thus
preventing the adjacency configuration u → w ← v to be a bump for C.
↑
x
%
··· u

↑
x0
-

%
v
↑

↑
y
-

%

↑
y0
-

%
u0
↑

z
↑

v0 · · ·

Figure 3: A configuration preventing the detection of a bump-free cycle.
However, we can end up getting a configuration like the one shown in Fig. 3, where, if we
first follow the arc v → x (to avoid the potential bump with apex x), and later (to avoid the
potential bump with apex y 0 ) we follow u0 → y 0 , then, if in the construction of the cycle we
reach vertex z, then we are presented with a dilemma with no solution: if we follow z → x 0
(resp. z → y) then we generate a cycle with the bump {z, u 0 , y} (resp. {z, v, x0 }) (see Fig. 4).
To overcome this problem, we use a labeling of the arcs of G, based on G’s alternating
decomposition. This labeling will force us to follow a bump-safe path during the construction of
the cycle C.
An alternating decomposition of G is a partition of the edges of G in alternating paths, of
the form u1 ← u2 → u3 ← u4 · · · or u1 → u2 ← u3 → u4 · · · , and alternating cycles, which are
closed alternating paths with an even number of edges, like u 1 ← u2 → u3 ← u4 → u1 . We
restrict ourself to maximal decompositions, in which no path can be further extended.
It is very easy to see that, given the limitation on the in-degree and out-degree of G, such
5

Figure 4: The construction of the cycle introduces either the bump on the left or the one on
the right.
a maximal decomposition is unique and can be obtained in a straightforward manner. Figure
5 presents an example of decomposition. Note that the alternating paths do not need to be
simple: a vertex can appear twice in the same path. Figure 6 lists the alternating paths for the
graph of Figure 5.

Figure 5: A digraph G with in- and out-degree at most 2, and its five (arc disjoint) alternating
paths whose union includes all the arcs of G.
Once we have obtained an alternating decomposition, it is quite intuitive how to avoid the
obstacle illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. For each alternating path or cycle, we consider only
the vertices with two outgoing edges. For instance, in the first alternating path of Figure 6,
we consider vertices {1, 3, 5}. We then choose a node, say 3, and mark arbitrarily one of its
outgoing edges, say 3 → 4. We proceed by marking every other edge in the alternating path, so
that each node can be reached by one unmarked edge. An example of such labeling is illustrated
in Fig.7. The effect of the labeling is that, if there is a vertex which is the apex of a potential
bump, say vertex 4, then we can reach it only through an unmarked edge.
We can now return to our cycle construction. We start from an arbitrary vertex u, and we
construct a cycle by following unmarked edges until we reach a node we have already visited.
For example, in the case of Figs. 5 and 7, starting from vertex 1, we obtain the cycle
C = {1, 6, 7}, while starting from vertex 8, we obtain C = {8, 10, 5, 4, 9, 3, 2}.
This procedure always obtains a cycle, since the labeling guarantees that at least an outgoing
arc for every vertex is unmarked. It is also easy to see that the cycle is bump-free. Indeed,
suppose that the cycle C obtained by the procedure above has a bump u → w ← v, with
u, v ∈ C and w ∈ G\C. Since w does not belong to C, while u and v do, then both u and v
6

Figure 6: The alternating decomposition of the graph G of Fig. 5.

Figure 7: The labeling process, for the graph in Figure 5, based on the alternating decomposition.
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must have two outgoing edges, say x ← u → w ← v → y, and during the construction of C
we must have followed edges u → x and v → y. But this is incompatible with our preliminary
alternating labeling since x ← u → w ← v → y is a fragment of an alternating path or cycle.
The subgraph G0 to be fed to the second phase of the algorithm will be the subgraph of
G induced by the vertices of the bump-free cycle C. It is easy to see that the fact that G 0 is
bump-free implies that we can assign weight 0 to the nodes in G\G 0 and deal with the weight
assignment for G0 , independently of the rest of the graph.
In the second phase we will find a subgraph G 00 of G0 such that
• G00 is induced by a cycle;
• G00 is bump-free with respect to G0 ;
• the maximal alternating decomposition of G 00 only consists of alternating cycles and alternating paths of length 1, i.e., single arcs.

Figure 8: An example of subgraph obtained after phase 2 and the corresponding weight assignment.
These properties imply a “coupling” in G 00 between out-degree 2 vertices and in-degree 2
vertices, as shown in Figure 8. What happens is that every in-degree 2 vertex receives its income
only from out-degree 2 vertices. It is easy to see that a good assignment can thus be obtained
giving weight 1/2 to vertices with out-degree 2, weight 1 to the other vertices in G 00 and weight
0 to all the vertices in G\G00 .
In order to identify a subgraph G00 with these properties, we use the following strategy.
The algorithm, which acts on the current bump-free cycle C and its chords, is divided into
a number of stages. At each stage, the algorithm either stops (if the current cycle C induces a
subgraph G00 with the desired properties), or returns a shorter cycle C 0 .
At every stage the algorithm computes an alternating decomposition of the graph induced
by the current cycle C. If C does not have chords, or if all the chords belong to alternating
cycles as it is the case in Fig. 8, then C and its chords form a subgraph G 00 which satisfies our
requirements, and the algorithm ends.
Otherwise, we consider any chord (i, j) which is part of an open alternating path (and thus
which does not belong to one of the alternating cycles), as in Fig. 9 (top), and process such
8

chord with the goal of shrinking the current cycle without introducing new bumps. If the edge
(h, k), where k immediately follows i along the current cycle, is not present, then we can get a
shorter cycle C 0 by following the path from j to i along C and then closing the path along edge
(i, j). The resulting new cycle C 0 will be bump-free in G since the only potential bump for C 0
has apex k.
On the other hand, if the edge (h, k) is present, as in the example illustrated in Fig. 9
(bottom), we proceed as follows. If the edge (u, v) (see Fig. 9 – bottom) is not present, then
we can again return the cycle C 0 as shown in the Figure, since v was the only potential bump
for C 0 .
If (u, v) exists, then we repeat the procedure above. Since we are moving along an alternating
open path, then we will necessarily reach a chord which can be used to shortcut the cycle without
creating a bump.

Figure 9: Phase 2: an open alternating path induces a reduction of the current cycle.
Since at every stage we either stop or shrink the current bump-free cycle, the algorithm will
always terminate in a finite number of steps, returning a subgraphs with the desired properties.
Recalling the example of Fig. 8 and the related discussion, we can now assign positive weights
to the vertices of G00 , and obtain a good assignment.

4

Pseudocode and correctness

In this section we provide formal definitions, give the pseudocode of the algorithm sketched in
Section 3, show its correctness, and prove that it runs in linear time.
Definition 5 [Alternating path]
Let G = (V, A) be a directed graph. We say that a
sequence of vertices hu1 , u2 , . . . , uk i defines an alternating path if and only if
A ⊇ {(u1 , u2 ), (u3 , u2 ), (u3 , u4 ), (u5 , u4 ), . . .}
or
A ⊇ {(u2 , u1 ), (u2 , u3 ), (u4 , u3 ), (u4 , u5 ), . . .}.
9

In the following, we will refer to an alternating path by simply listing its (ordered) sequence
of arcs.
An alternating path hu1 , u2 , . . . , uk i may start and end with the same node, but we call it an
alternating cycle only if, in addition to u 1 = uk , the first and last arc have the same orientation,
i.e., if the number of arcs is even. For example, (2, 1), (2, 3), (4, 3), (4, 2), (1, 2) is a path, while
(1, 2), (3, 2), (3, 4), (1, 4) is a (simple) alternating cycle.
We say that an alternating path is maximal if it cannot be extended.
The paths through a vertex v can be easily computed starting from v and extending the
current path in both directions until no further extension is possible.
Proposition 6 Let G = (V, A) be a strongly connected digraph with in- and out-degree at most
2. Then A can be be uniquely described as the disjoint union A G of the maximal alternating
paths through the vertices of G.
The partition AG of Proposition 6 is called the alternating decomposition of G and can be
easily computed in linear time. Starting from the empty set, we repeatedly pick a node v ∈ G
not yet in AG , and add to AG the (at most) two maximal paths through v until no further node
remains. Figure 6 shows an example of an alternating decomposition.
Proposition 7 Every strongly connected digraph G = (V, A) with in- and out-degree at most 2
contains a bump free cycle C.
The proof of Proposition 7 follows from the informal description of the first phase of the
algorithm of the previous section.
Phase 1 In the following we present the pseudocode illustrating the first phase of our algorithm. The procedure stores in a dictionary the vertices visited during the construction of the
cycle. The keys to access the dictionary are the vertices being visited; together with a key, the
dictionary stores the vertex from which the key has been reached. In this way, once we reach
a vertex we have already visited, we can reconstruct the cycle by following the backward edges
stored in the dictionary. Note that the starting point of the visit (parameter x) can be any
vertex.
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Bump-Free(G, x)
1 Compute the alternating decomposition A G of G
2 for each path P ∈ AG with P = (u1 , v1 )(u2 , v2 )(u3 , v3 ) . . . (uk , vk )
3
do if ui = ui+1 then Mark the arc (ui , vi ), i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
4 Initialize an empty dictionary D
5 Add the pair (x, nil) to D
 x is the starting point of the visit
6 u←x
7 while true
8
do Let v be the only vertex such that (u, v) is not marked
9
if v ∈ D then break
10
Add the pair (v, u) to D
11
u←v
12 Initialize list C ← hvi
 C holds the cycle’s vertices
13 repeat
14
Retrieve the pair (u, w) from D
15
Put u in front of C
16
u←w
17
until u = v
18 return C
Running time of phase 1 The algorithm Bump-Free can be implemented in linear time
(in the number n of vertices) if the dictionary data structure provides O(1) time insertion and
look-up operations. Since the cycle finding process in phase 1 may require to store Ω(n) vertices,
the workspace required by phase 1 is Ω(n) in the worst-case. This means that if we implement
the dictionary using a direct access table (assuming the vertex set is V = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}) we
can guarantee O(1) access time with no asymptotic penalty in space.
Phase 2 We say that a digraph G with in- and out-degree at most two satisfies the Decomposition property if and only if G admits an alternating path decomposition made only of
alternating cycles and isolated arcs.
The strategy adopted in Section 3 to find a subgraph G 00 satisfying the decomposition property can be quickly turned into a detailed algorithm. However, a naive implementation could
easily lead to quadratic running times. The key to obtain a linear time algorithm is the order
in which the chords are processed.
Consider the alternating path decomposition A G0 of G0 and let P ∈ AG0 be an open path.
Since G0 is a cycle C plus a number of chords, it is easy to see that P always starts and ends with
an arc of C and that each arc (but the last one) is followed by a chord. It follows that, in P , the
arcs have the same orientation while the chords have the opposite orientation. Also, this means
that it is always possible to start processing the chords of any open path from its in-degree 1
termination and proceeding towards the out-degree 1 termination. For example, with reference
to Figure 9 (left), we first process chord (u, v), then (h, k), and finally (i, j). By doing so, we
always produce shorter cycles that are bump-free; moreover, once a path has been completely
processed, it need not be considered again. Now, it may be the case that an alternating cycle
Ca ∈ AG0 is not entirely contained in the subgraphs generated by the algorithm. Thus, when
processing a chord (x, y), we also check whether any C a needs to be turned into an open path
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because (x, y) “crosses” a chord (u, v) in C a . If this happens, the open path that results by
deleting (u, v) from Ca will be later considered for processing. When no more open paths are
left, the induced subgraph of the last generated cycle enjoys the decomposition property.
We present below a detailed pseudocode that implements the above ideas. We assume,
without loss of generality, that the vertices of the input graph are numbered from 0 to n − 1,
and that the known cycle C (which is also presented in input to the algorithm) is 0 → 1 →
2 . . . → n − 1 → 0. In the pseudocode, we will write [i] n as a shortcut for i mod n.
Good-Cycle(C, G = (V, A))
1 n ← |V |
2 Compute the alternating decomposition A G of G.
3 P ← paths in AG
 Only paths of length > 1 are considered
4 if P = ∅ then return hC, Gi
5 C ← cycles in AG
6 while P 6= ∅
7
do Pick any ([j1 − 1]n , j1 )([j1 − 1]n , j2 ) . . . ([jk−1 − 1]n , jk )([jk − 1]n , jk ) ∈ P
8
for ` ← 1 to k − 1
9
do if ([j` − 1]n , j`+1 ) is a chord of C
10
then Compute the new cycle C 0
11
for u ∈ C\C 0
12
do if (u, v) ∈ A and v ∈ C 0
and {(u, v)} ∈ Ca ∈ C
13
then Remove Ca from C
14
Place Ca \{(u, v)} in P
15
C ← C0
16 D ← ∅
17 for Ca ∈ C
18
do if the vertices in Ca belong to C
19
then D ← D ∪ Ca
20 return hC, Di
Theorem 8 The cycle C returned by the algorithm Good-Cycle has no bump in the input
graph G; moreover GC induced in G by the vertices of C enjoys the decomposition property.
Proof : We let Ci denote the cycle obtained after i chords of C have been processed by the
algorithm Good-Cycle i = 0, 1, . . . (hence C 0 denotes the cycle in input to the algorithm).
We make a couple of preliminary observations. First of all, by code inspection it follows immediately that no chord is possibly processed twice, since each chord is part of a unique path or cycle
in the alternating decomposition. It is also easy to see that, whatever the outcome of the test
in line 9, i.e., whether ([j` − 1]n , j`+1 ) is a chord of the current cycle Ci or not, ([j` − 1]n , j`+1 )
cannot be a chord of any future cycle C j , j > i. We call this the rule out property of the
processed chords.
A formal proof that C cannot have bumps in G proceeds by induction on the number of chords
processed. The base case is obvious, since C 0 is a Hamiltonian cycle of G. Suppose now
that Ci does not have bumps and consider Ci+1 . Clearly, the only interesting case is when
([j` − 1]n , j`+1 ) is a chord of Ci (line 9 of Good-Cycle), for otherwise C i+1 = Ci . Since,
12

by inductive hypothesis, Ci is bump-free, Ci+1 has possibly only a bump with apex j` (see
Figure 10), but for this to happen P must include the chord (z, j ` ), for some vertex z ∈ Ci+1 .
Since the alternating decomposition contains only maximal paths, it is necessarily the case that
z = [j`−1 ]n . However, this implies that such a chord has already been processed, and hence, by
the rule out property, cannot be a chord of C i . Thus Ci+1 is bump-free.
For a cycle C, we denote by VC its set of vertices. To prove that the decomposition property
holds of GC , we show that the final cycle C cannot have a chord which is not part of a (complete)
alternating cycle of GC . The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that C has a chord (u, v) which
is not part of an alternating cycle of G C . Now, (u, v) was part of either an open path or a cycle
in AG . If it were part of an alternating path, then we know that (u, v) has been processed at
some point, say when the current cycle was C h , and thus, by the rule out property, cannot be a
chord of any cycle Cj , j > h. We are thus lead to consider the possibility that (u, v) were part
of an alternating cycle Ca and never processed by the algorithm. Since C a is not an alternating
cycle of GC , there must be a chord (w, z) which is part of C a such that w ∈ VC and z ∈ V \VC (or
vice-versa). This implies that there must be an index h ≥ 0 such that z ∈ V Ch and z 6∈ VCh+1 .
However, this in turn implies that, after generating C h+1 , the algorithm added the (open) path
Pw,z = Ca \{(w, z)} to the set P of paths still to be processed; since P w,z includes the arc (u, v),
this proves that the latter has been processed by the algorithm and hence, again by the rule out
property, cannot be a chord of the final cycle.
2

Figure 10: The only “potential” bump for the cycle C i+1 has apex j` .
The correctness of the algorithm Good-Cycle proves the following graph theoretic result.
Corollary 9 Let G be an Hamiltonian digraph with in- and out-degree at most two. Then
there is a cycle C in G such that the subgraph G C induced by C in G enjoys the decomposition
property.
Running time of phase 2 To prove that the algorithm Good-Cycle runs in time O(n), we
implement G using three parallel arrays of size n, namely: F , B, and S. For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n−1},
the i-th index positions, F [i], B[i], and S[i] store the following information, respectively:
• the endpoint of the chord out of vertex i (if i has out-degree 2);
• the vertex j such that F [j] = i (if i has in-degree 2);
• the state of vertex i.
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The state of a vertex

 0
S[i] =
1

2

i is a value in the set {0, 1, 2}, where
if (i, [i + 1]n ) is in the current cycle
if (i, F [i]) is in the current cycle
otherwise.

Initially, all the vertices are in state 0 (given our assumption on G). We also use a fourth
array H, of size n, such that H[i] is a 0/1 flag telling whether the (possibly present) chord
(i, F [i]) is part of an alternating cycle, i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. Initially, this information can be
easily gathered during the computation of the alternating path decomposition of G, whose
running time we already know to be linear in |V |.
We now focus on lines 6-19 of the algorithm, where, in the worst case, we consider all the
chords of the initial cycle. For any such chord (u, v), we first need to determine whether (u, v)
is also a chord of the current cycle. This can be done by simply checking whether the state of
u is 0 and that of v is not 2, at the price of two lookups. Altogether, the time spent in lines 6-9
is a constant times the number of chords of I, and thus O(n).
Now, if (u, v) is a chord, we first compute the new cycle (line 10) and then check whether
(u, v) intersects any alternating cycle C a , since then Ca must be turned into an open path (lines
11 through 14). This can be done by:
• changing the state of vertex u from 0 to 1, and,
• for any vertex z which has to leave the current cycle:
– changing the state of z to 2;
– checking whether the flags H[z] and H[B[z]] are set, i.e., testing if z is the endpoint
of one or two chords that belong to alternating cycles; in the affirmative case, these
cycles must be turned into open paths by deleting either (z, F [z]) or (B[z], z) (or
both) and setting a certain number of H flags to 0 (see Figure 11).
The time spent in lines 11-14 to process a single chord can be Ω(n), because the number of
arcs that leave the current cycle can be linear in n, as is the number of H flags that have to be
reset. However, the total time is still O(n) since once an arc leaves the current cycle it never
re-enters, and the same is true of an alternating cycle that has been turned into a path.
When P is emptied, the alternating cycles in C (if any remains) are either completely inside
C or completely outside C. As a consequence, line 18 requires constant time (it is sufficient to
check a single chord of any cycle Ca ) and the time spent in lines 16-20 is proportional to the
number of cycles, thus again O(n).
The good assignment Let C be the cycle returned by phase 2 of the algorithm and let G C
be the corresponding induced subgraph of G. If the alternating path decomposition of G C is
composed only of single arcs, i.e., if the set D returned by Good-Cycle is empty, then G C = C.
In this case a good assignment gives weight 1 to the vertices of C and 0 to those in G\C. This
guarantees that all the vertices in C have income 1, and, since C is bump-free in G, no vertex
in G\C can have a higher income.
Now suppose that GC 6= C. This means that the alternating decomposition of G C contains
at least an alternating cycle. The property that guarantees that G admits a good assignment
is summarized in Lemma 10.
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Figure 11: (u, v) is a chord for the current cycle C i . The state of all the vertices that will not
be part of Ci+1 (in the circle arc indicated by the dotted curve) is assigned value 2. Also, since
the flag H[x] is set, the alternating cycle (x, y)(r, y)(r, s)(z, s), (z, w)(x, w) is turned into a path
by removing the arc (x, w) and by resetting the flags H[x], H[z], and H[r]. Note, then, that
when vertex y is considered, the flag H[B[y]] = H[r] has been already reset and thus nothing is
done besides assigning the new value to S[y].
Lemma 10 Let G = (V, A) be a Hamiltonian digraph with in- and out-degree at most two, and
suppose that G satisfies the decomposition property. Then, all the vertices with in-degree 2 get
their input from vertices with out-degree 2.
Proof : Since G is Hamiltonian, its vertices can be arranged in a circle and renamed from 0
to |V | − 1. Now, suppose that a vertex v has in-degree 2. It follows that the input to v comes
from u = [v − 1]|V | and from some other vertex w 6= u. Clearly (w, v) must be a chord, and this
implies that w has out-degree 2. However, it also means that in G there exists the sequence of
arcs (u, v)(w, v)(w, [w + 1]|V | ). By Corollary 6, such sequence necessarily belongs to the same
alternating path. Since G satisfies the decomposition property, this path is actually a cycle. It
follows that there must be another arc (u, z) in the cycle, for some z 6= v. Thus u has out-degree
2 as well.
2
Using the result of Lemma 10, we can easily find a good assignment for G. We give weight
1/2 to all the vertices in GC with out-degree 2 and weight 1 to the vertices with out-degree 1.
Lemma 10 guarantees that all the vertices in G C receive income 1. As before, the assignment
is completed by giving weight 0 to the vertices in G\C. The complete algorithm is reported
below.
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Good-Assignment(G)
1 C ← Bump-Free(G, 1)
 Assume V = {1, 2, . . . , n}
2 Rename the vertices of C from 0 to |C| − 1
3 GC ← graph induced by C in G
4 hC, Di ← Good-Cycle(C, GC )
5 H ← graph induced by C in GC
6 for any alternating cycle Ca in D
7
do for any vertex v ∈ Ca
 v has out-degree 2 in H
8
do Give weight 1/2 to v
9 Give weight 1 to the remaining vertices in C
10 Give weight 0 to all the vertices in G\C
The results of this section can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 11 Let G be a digraph on n vertices, with in- and out-degree at most two. A good
assignment to G can be computed in O(n) time. Moreover, the weights can be chosen from the
set {0, 1/2, 1}.
Building upon the Lemmas of Section 2, Theorem 11 immediately leads to Corollary 12
below.
Corollary 12 Let A and B be m×n zero-one matrices with at most two nonzero entries per row
and column. A Nash equilibrium for the bimatrix game (A, B) can be computed in O(n+m) time.
Moreover, the entries of the Nash equilibrium strategies can be chosen from the set {0, 1/2, 1}.

5

Conclusions

The problem of computing a Nash equilibrium for 2-player win-lose games is complete for the
class P P AD, and thus unlikely to be solvable in polynomial time. The core of the computational
difficulty is in finding the support of a Nash equilibrium. In fact, once the support is known,
the problem simplifies to linear programming.
In this paper we have dealt with a restriction under which the determination of the support
translates into an interesting problem on certain very sparse directed graphs. By taking advantage of the structural properties that arise from the sparseness, we have been able to devise an
efficient algorithm which determines the support, and then the actual weights.
Future work includes further exploring and possibly extending the frontier of tractability of
the problem, e.g., by mitigating the sparsity assumptions.
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